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ABSTRACT 
Let X and Y be complex Banach spaces. We show that a spectrum-preserving 
surjective additive map 0 from g( X ) to 3?(Y) IS either of the form ip 
I 
T) = ATA-’ for a 
linear isomorphism A of X onto Y or of the form a(T) = BT B-’ for a linear 
isomorphism B of X* onto Y. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X and Y be Banach spaces over the complex field, and let 93(X) 
[respectively ?S( Y )] d enote the algebras of all bounded linear operators on X 
[respectively Y]. We consider additive maps Cp from ~3( X ) to g(Y) which 
preserve the spectrum, i.e., the spectrum a(T) of T equals a(Q(T)) for every 
TE g(X). Observe that here no multiplicativity was assumed on a. We show 
that if such a map Q is surjective, then it has one of the following forms: 
(i) there exists a linear isomorphism A: X -+ Y such that a(T) = ATA- ’ 
for all TE g(X); 
(ii) there exists a linear isomorphism B from X * (the dual of X ) to Y such 
that iP(T) = BT*B-’ for every TE 9(X). 
In particular, such a mapping exists only if Y is isomorphic to X or to X*. 
*This work was supported by the Research Council of Slovenia. 
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This theorem is an extension of the result due to Jafarian and Sourour [4]. 
They solved the problem for linear spectrum-preserving maps. The first step of 
their proof shows that a linear spectrum-preserving map is necessarily injec- 
tive. Exactly the same arguments yield the injectivity of additive spectrum- 
preserving maps. They also give a counterexample which shows that the 
surjectivity assumption is needed even when @ is linear. 
It seems that systematic study of this kind of problems on matrix algebras 
was started in the papers [5] and [6]. A rather complete bibliography on these 
problems may be found in [2]. In the last few years the interest in these 
problems, especially in operator algebras over infinite-dimensional spaces, has 
been growing; cf. [3, 4, 71 and the references given there. 
Throughout this paper it will be assumed that dim X > 1, since otherwise 
there is nothing to prove. Our solution is based on a lemma which gives a 
spectral characterization of rank-one operators. This lemma extends the result 
of Jafarian and Sourour [4] and seems to be of some independent interest. 
Using it, we get the crucial step of our proof which states that additive 
spectrum-preserving maps are in fact linear. Our main theorem follows then 
easy from the result of Jafarian and Sourour [4]. 
We conclude our discussion with a remark on additive maps satisfying the 
weaker condition of preserving invertibility. It turns out that invertibility-pre- 
serving additive maps are not as “nice” as spectrum-preserving additive maps. 
More precisely, there exists an additive invertibility-preserving bijective map 
which is not continuous. 
2. THE PROOFS 
We begin by proving a spectral characterization of rank-one operators. It 
should be mentioned that in the proof of this characterization an idea similar 
to that of Jafarian and Sourour is used. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A be a bounded nonzero operator defined on a Banach 
space X. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) A has rank 1. 
(ii) a(T + A) fl a(T + CA) C a(T) for every TE g( X) and every c # 1. 
(iii) a(T + A) fl u(T + 2 A) C u(T) for every TE S?(X). 
Proof. The implication (i) * (ii) has already been proved in [4]. It is 
obvious that (ii) implies (iii). In order to prove that (i) follows from (iii) we 
assume that rank A > 1. We will show that condition (iii) is not satisfied. Let 
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us first consider the case where there exists a vector u in X such that u, Au, 
A2u are linearly independent. Let U be the linear span of {u, Au, A2u}, and 
let V be a closed complement of U in X. Define an operator T on X by 
Tu = u - Au, 
TAu = Au - 2A2u, 
3Au 
TA”u = - ; + - - 
2 
2 A”u, 
TV = 0 for VEV. 
Thus, we have that TE 9?(X), T3 = 0, (T + A)u = u, and (T + 2 A)Au = Au. 
Consequently, the relation 1 E a(T + A) n a(T + 2 A) is valid. 
Next we consider the case where for every XEX, the vectors x, Ax, A2x 
are linearly dependent. It follows that the restriction of A to any cyclic 
invariant subspace posesses minimal polynomial of degree not greater than 
two. Since rank A > 1, we can easily conclude from here that there exists a 
finite-dimensional invariant subspace W of A such that the restriction of A to 
W has either a matrix representation 
for a given pair of nonzero complex numbers CY and @. Find a closed 
complement 2 of W in X, and choose a complex number y such that 
y 4 (0, o + 1, a}. Define an operator T by T ) Z = yI and by the matrix 
representation of T 1 W, which is either 
/I -3o/2 ffl2 
respectively. Then a(T + A) fl a(T + 2 A) contains a complex number which 
is not an element of u(T), namely, either 0, or (II + 1, or &, respectively. n 
LEMMA 2.2. The rank ofA E B(X) is one ifund only if the rank of a( A) is 
one. 
Proof. This follows easily from Lemma 2.1 and the injectivity of a. n 
LEMMA 2.3. The restriction of @J to the ideal of all finite-rank operators is 
a linear map. 
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Proof. Since Cp is additive, it is enough to prove that it is linear on the set 
of all linear operators of rank one. We denote for any x E X and f EX* by 
x @f the bounded linear operator defined on X by ( x @f) y = f( y) x for 
y EX. Note that every operator of rank one can be written in this form. 
Suppose at first that f(x) + 0. With no loss of generality we can assume that 
f(r) = 1. As @ p reserves operators of rank one we have necessarily a( x @f) 
= ~63~ for some UEY and cp~Y*. Moreover, Q, preserves spectra, so that 
‘p(u) = 1. Let us choose a vector u E Y and a functional $J E Y * such that 
(P(u) = 0, G(U) = 0, and $(u) = 1. 
The surjectivity of 9 implies existence of vectors y, w E X and functionals g, 
h E X * with the property 
@(Y@‘) =u@$ and cP(w@hh) = o@cp. 
Observe that g(y) = h(w) = 0. Clearly, + sends the operators x @f + y @ g 
and x @f + w 63 h into operators of rank one. So they must be of rank one as 
well. It follows that (Y x @f + y @ g and ox @ f + w @ h are operators of 
rank one with the spectrum both equal to {cr, 0) for an arbitrary complex 
number cr. Let us fix a nonzero complex number o. The operator ox @j has 
rank one; thus, there must exist a vector u, E Y and a functional (oo! E Y * such 
that @(ox @f) = u, 60 (pa. Consequently, @ sends the operator ox @f + y 
63 g into u, @ pa + u @ $. We use the fact that + preserves operators of 
rank one in order to get that either u and uu are linearly dependent or that 
the same is true for the functionals (O~ and +. First we will consider the case 
that ‘p, and 9 are linearly dependent. By absorbing a constant in the second 
term of the tensor product ua @ ‘p, we get that ‘p, = +, so that we have 
@(cZx@f+ w@‘) = u, @ # + LJ 60 9. The relations (o(u) = 1 and G(u) = 0 
imply that (p and $ are linearly independent. Hence, we have that u, = flu, 
and therefore +(arx @f) = /3u @ J/. Using +(u) = 1 together with the as- 
sumption that * preserves spectra, we obtain that (Y = /3. Choose a vector 
z E X and a functional k E X* satisfying k(z) = 1 and a( .a @ k) = u @ $. It is 
easy to verify that u G3 +J + u @ J, is a projector of rank two. Hence the sum of 
projectors r @f + z 03 k has rank two and spectrum { 0, l} . As a consequence 
we get that either k(r) = 0 or f(z) = 0. This finally yields the contradiction 
a(crx@‘f+ a@#+) = {0,1,(Y) = a(qcrx@f+ z@k)) = a((cY + l)u@ 1c/) 
= (0, C-X + 1). It follows that u, and u are linearly dependent. By absorbing a 
constant in the first term of the tensor product we get that u, = u is valid. 
The relations p(u) = 1 and (o(u) = 0 imply that u and u are linearly indepen- 
dent. This yields together with the equation @(ox @f+ w 63 h) = u 53 (oa + 
v @ (p that (Pi is of the form qpo = /3lp. Consequently, we have @((Y r @f) = 
p+( x @f). Since * is a spectrum-preserving map, we finally get that +( ox 8 
f) = c&(x @f). 
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It remains to consider the operators of the form x @f with the property 
f(x) = 0. We choose a linear functional g e X * satisfying g(x) = 1. Then we 
have iP(crr @f) = a( ox @ (f+ g)) - ip(cYx 69 g) = cr@(x @f). n 
LEMMA 2.4. Ld A and B be bounded linear operators dejIned on a Banach 
space X satisfying a( A + R) = u( B + R) f or all linear bounded operators R of 
rank one. Then A = B. 
Proof. Let us choose a vector x E X and a complex number h $ u(B). We 
denote Ax = y. Let M be the set of all linear bounded functionals on X 
having the property f( II) = 1. A straightforward computation shows that for 
all fe M the vector x is an eigenvector of the operator A - ( y - hx) @f 
corresponding to the eigenvalue X. According to our assumption X is con- 
tained in the spectrum of B - ( y - Xx) @f. Moreover, we shall prove that X 
is an eigenvalue of this operator. First we use the relation X 4 a(B) in order to 
see that the operator Sr = B - ( y - Xx) @f - h is a bijective map between 
the subspaces Ker f and (B - 1) Ker f. Both of these subspaces have codimen- 
sion one, and we know that Sf is not bijective. Consequently, it is not 
injective. In other words, for every f E M there exists a nonzero vector uf such 
that Sfuf = 0 holds. But all these vectors uf, f E M, are contained in the 
one-dimensional subspace (B - X)- ‘{ p( y - Xx); ~1 E @} . Hence, we can find a 
nonzero vector u satisfying Sf u = 0 for all f E M. 
Suppose now that u and x are linearly independent. Then there exists a 
functional f E M satisfying f(u) = 0. Now substitute this into Sf u = 0 in order 
to get (B - X)u = 0. Th is contradiction implies that Sf x = 0, f E M, or equiva- 
lently Bx = y. This concludes the proof. n 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
MAIN THEOREM. If a: B(X) + LJ?( Y) is a spectrum-preserving additive 
mapping, then either 
(i) there is a bounded invertible operator A: X + Y such that a(T) = ATA- ’ 
for every TE 33(X) or 
(ii) there is a bounded invertible operator B: X* + Y such that 9(T) = 
BT*B-’ for every TE 9(X). 
Proof. Let A be a bounded linear operator on X, and Q a nonzero 
complex number. For an arbitrary P E 9( Y ) of rank one there exists R E L@( X ) 
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of rank one such that +(R) = P holds. Using Lemma 2.3 we get 
.(a( A) + P) = u( A + R) = $+A + CYR) 
= $+(,A) + c&(R)) = u( $@+A) + P). 
According to Lemma 2.4 the mapping + is linear. Applying the result of 
Jafarian and Sourour [4], we complete the proof. n 
REMARK. Linear maps satisfying the weaker condition of preserving in- 
vertibility have been characterized in the finite-dimensional case in [6]. They 
are of the form a( A) = UAV or @(A) = VA*V for some nonsingular matrices 
V and V, where A* denotes transpose of A. The following example shows that 
invertibility-preserving additive maps are not as “nice” as spectrum-preserving 
additive maps. In [l] it is proved that there exists a nowhere continuous 
automorphism f of the field G. A mapping Cp defined on the algebra of all 
n x n matrices by 
is obviously bijective and additive, and it preserves the invertibility in both 
directions. However, it is not continuous. 
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